
Ellen Potter, M.A. -- Energy Catalyst 
 
Providing services that support the blossoming of the heart mind, body, and spirit 
 
 
 
Spiritual astrology provides practical information that supports each individual's journey 

throughout their lifetime. It supports the mind-body-spirit connection and brings a clear 

understanding of unconscious needs, desires, emotions and motivations. Spiritual 

astrology clarifies areas of growth, learning, integration, and one's mission for this 

lifetime. It is a powerful transformational tool wherever one is on their path. 
 
Natal Charts  
The basis of all astrological services is a confidential natal consultation. Here, the chart 
is interpreted as a whole, incorporating the influences of the planets and their aspects 
throughout the twelve houses. This is the road map upon which other services are 
based. Each consultation may focus on general or specific issues. 
 
Solar Return Charts  
All of us have a solar return on our birthday. This chart has value at any time during 
the year, and summarizes important themes, directions, and opportunities. 
 
Synastry Charts (for Relationships)  
This information is beneficial for individuals interested in maximizing their relationship, 
as it objectively summarizes communication styles, individual preferences (such as a 
need for 'alone' time), parenting styles, and much more. Also includes sources of greatest 
rewards and potential conflict, possible past-life connections, and relationship goals. 
 
Transit & Progression Charts  
The heavens are always changing and continuously presenting us with new life developments. 

Optimum benefits occur when we work with the energy, rather than resist or deny it. 

Recognizing transits and progressions assists with focusing and perspective, maximizing 

opportunities, understanding the unique timetable of one's life, integration, and more. 
 
Astrology Reports Available  
Email your birth data to ellenpotter1ATverizon.netand receive your complete birth 
report. Several reports are offered: 
 

Child Star Children's Birth Record  
Friends & Lovers Compatibility Report  
Heaven Knows What  
Simpatico  
TimeLine Forecast report  
Woman to Woman Report 

 

 
Learn various techniques from Ellen to enhance your life. Check out her Upcoming 
Classes & Seminars...About Astrology 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ellen Potter  
Spiritual Counselor  

410-877-9616 


